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Reproductive state affects reliance on
public information in sticklebacks
M. M. Webster* and K. N. Laland
School of Biology, University of St Andrews, Bute Building, Fife KY16 4TS, UK
The degree to which animals use public and private sources of information has important implications for
research in both evolutionary ecology and cultural evolution. While researchers are increasingly interested
in the factors that lead individuals to vary in the manner in which they use different sources of information, to date little is known about how an animal’s reproductive state might affect its reliance on
social learning. Here, we provide experimental evidence that in foraging ninespine sticklebacks (Pungitius
pungitius), gravid females increase their reliance on public information generated by feeding demonstrators in choosing the richer of two prey patches than non-reproductive fish, while, in contrast, reproductive
males stop using public information. Subsequent experiments revealed reproductive males to be more
efficient asocial foragers, less risk-averse and generally less social than both reproductive females and
non-reproductives. These findings are suggestive of adaptive switches in reliance on social and asocial
sources of information with reproductive condition, and we discuss the differing costs of reproduction
and the proximate mechanisms that may underlie these differences in information use. Our findings
have important implications for our understanding of adaptive foraging strategies in animals and for
understanding the way information diffuses through populations.
Keywords: social learning; transmission; diffusion; foraging; producer – scrounger; group

1. INTRODUCTION
Animals living in changing environments need up-to-date
information about their surroundings if they are to avoid
danger, maximize foraging success and generally operate
efficiently. One way that they can achieve this is by
observing others as they interact with the environment,
monitoring the success with which they do so in order
to gain social information about the location and quality
of different resources. While social information can be
gathered relatively cheaply compared with private or
direct sampling, theoretical analyses suggest that animals
should not simply always copy others [1– 3]. Information
transmission is often imperfect, and conditions vary over
space and through time, meaning that blind or obligate
copying might give rise to accumulated errors. Accordingly, social information is expected to be associated
with reduced reliability relative to asocial learning [1],
and animals’ reliance on social learning is predicted to
be highly selective [1– 7]. Such theory predicts that the
extent to which animals attend to and use social information should vary, depending upon the environmental
conditions and the state of the individual.
A number of recent experimental studies have identified factors that influence the relative reliance of
individual animals upon social and asocial sources of
information [6]. These include prior experience [8,9],
predation risk [10] (but see [11,12]), phenotype of
both observers and demonstrators [13], demonstrator
pay-off [14] and demonstrator numbers [15]. To date,
however, little attention has been paid to the role that

reproductive state might play in affecting the relative
use of social information. Reproductive state directly
influences fitness by determining immediate and future
reproductive potential, while the development of eggs
and conspicuous breeding ornamentation require the
sequestration of energy and resources that can increase
conspicuousness to predators [16,17], lead to preferential
targeting by predators [18] and reduce the capacity for
escape [16,19–21].
The aforementioned theory predicts that social and
asocial sources of information will be associated with
different costs and benefits [6]. Socially acquired information can potentially be gathered cheaply and
remotely, and from the relative safety of cover (e.g.
[22]), but doing so may incur opportunity costs and
risks potentially receiving outdated or inaccurate information [1]. Privately acquired information can be more
accurate; however, individuals must invest time and
energy in gathering it, and may expose themselves to predation risk while doing so [23]. Given that reproductive
state has been shown to affect the energetic costs and
requirements of movement [24,25], as well as susceptibility to predation risk [16,17,19 – 21], it is reasonable
to consider whether the reproductive state of an individual might affect the weighting it gives to sources of
public information.
In this study, we explored the hypothesis that reliance
on public information in a foraging context would vary
significantly among ninespine sticklebacks (Pungitius
pungitius) that differed in their reproductive state. Public
information use refers to the capacity of animals to estimate the quality of a resource, such as the richness of a
food patch, by monitoring the success and failure of
other animals interacting with that resource [26]. Ninespine sticklebacks were chosen in part because they have
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proved a robust and productive model system with which
to explore the factors affecting reliance on social and asocial learning [8,9,13 – 15,22,27]. Previous experiments in
our laboratory have established that ninespines will use
both public and private information when foraging
[8,9,22]. Accordingly, here we measured public information using an established binary choice assay
[8,22,28] in which test fish were first allowed to observe
from distance equal-sized groups of conspecifics feeding
at two prey patches that yielded prey at different rates
[8], and subsequently given the opportunity to choose a
prey patch after the other fish had been removed.
Selection of the socially demonstrated richer patch is
indicative of public information use.
Several other factors make ninespine sticklebacks ideal
candidates for testing hypotheses about the influence of
reproductive state on social learning behaviour. Ninespines exhibit phenotypic changes when entering the
breeding phase, which may make them more vulnerable
to predation and incur energetic costs compared with
non-reproductives. Females produce a sizeable egg
mass, leading them to develop a greatly distended abdomen. In the closely related threespine stickleback
(Gasterosteus aculeatus), gravidity has been shown to
reduce the likelihood of escape from an attacking predator
[29] and to lead females to become more vigilant and
more likely to inspect predators [30], while in other fish
species gravidity can lead to slower general swimming
speeds [31] and slower rapid responses, owing to
reduction in the contractile properties of the fast muscle
fibre [25]. Males develop nuptial pigmentation, consisting
of matt black coloration across their undersides and
flanks, while their pelvic spines turn a contrasting white;
this form of ‘counter-countershading’ may potentially
make them more susceptible to detection by visual predators [32]. In threespine sticklebacks, nuptial coloration
and the associated courtship behaviour are also associated
with increased predation risk [17]. Males establish and
defend territories, and, post-mating, provide energetically
costly parental care, during which they have very limited
opportunities to feed [33 – 37]. Not all adults enter the
breeding phase simultaneously, meaning that within a
population during the breeding season there can be
found not only reproductive males and females but also
non-reproductives of the same size and age that retain
their cryptic coloration.
We predicted that the use of public information would
vary significantly as a function of stickleback reproductive
state. Specifically, we predicted that gravid females, which
are more conspicuous to predators and may be more
likely to be targeted by them [18,21,29], would rely
most heavily upon the comparatively low-risk strategy of
utilizing public information in order to minimize predation risk. Gravid females of many species adopt other
risk-averse strategies such as fleeing sooner [38], reducing
activity [39] and remaining close to cover [29,40] in order
to minimize encounter rates with predators. Thus, we
anticipate that risk sensitivity would lead gravid females
to exploit public information and to pay the associated
cost of reduced reliability in foraging information relative
to asocial learning.
We tested two mutually exclusive predictions about
public information use in reproductive males. On the
one hand, the development of nuptial coloration in
Proc. R. Soc. B

reproductive males potentially increases their conspicuousness to predators [17,32], while investing effort in
identifying breeding territories and potential mates
could reduce their capacity to detect threats. As with
gravid females, this might lead them to adopt a low-risk
but low-reliability strategy of utilizing public information,
in which case we anticipate no sex difference among
reproductives. On the other hand, successful breeding
requires that males compete vigorously with other males
to establish a territory, build and maintain a nest, court
females and provide energy-intensive parental care following mating, guarding and fanning the nest and fry. Doing
so limits opportunities to feed and places great demands
upon their energy reserves [33 – 37]. To the extent that
male sticklebacks experience greater variance in reproductive success than do females, which is the most
frequent pattern [41,42], there may be considerable
fitness benefits associated with achieving greater-thanaverage foraging success. This may drive males to the
high-risk but potentially high-return strategy of greater
reliance upon private information, leading to a sex difference among reproductives. Finally, we predicted that we
would see no inter-sexual variation in behaviour between
non-reproductive sticklebacks.
These predictions were tested in three experiments,
which investigated the use of public information
(experiment 1), asocial foraging efficiency (experiment 2)
and shoaling behaviour (experiment 3) in reproductive
and non-reproductive sticklebacks of both sexes. In
experiment 1, we found that gravid females and nonreproductives were most likely to select the rich patch
first, with the gravid females spending more time there
(which may indicate a greater relative preference), while
reproductive males showed no evidence of using public
information at all. We also saw no sex differences in the
behaviour of non-reproductive males and females.
Experiments 2 and 3, which were conducted to aid interpretation of these findings, revealed reproductive males to
be more efficient asocial foragers, and generally less social
in their shoaling behaviour than non-reproductives and
gravid females.

2. GENERAL METHODS
Details of the capture and husbandry of the test fish prior
to testing are provided in the electronic supplementary
material. The experiments outlined below took
place from February to April 2009 and February to
April 2010.

3. EXPERIMENT 1: PUBLIC INFORMATION USE IN
REPRODUCTIVE AND NON-REPRODUCTIVE
NINESPINE STICKLEBACKS
This experiment aimed to determine whether the use of
public information differed significantly among reproductive male, gravid female and non-reproductive ninespine
sticklebacks. We used an experimental assay adapted
from that of Coolen et al. [22], who provide a full description of the test arena. For brevity, therefore, we give only
an overview of the arena here. A full description and
a figure of the apparatus are provided in electronic
supplementary material, figure S1a.
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(a) Methods
(i) Apparatus
The assay simulated two prey patches, which yielded prey at a
3 : 1 ratio, henceforth termed ‘rich’ and ‘poor’, respectively.
These were located at opposite ends of an experimental
arena. Individual focal fish, initially held in the centre of
the arena and unable to sample either patch directly, nor
see the food at the patches, were allowed to observe two
equally sized demonstrator groups feeding at each patch.
The demonstrator’s prey capture rate conveyed public information to the observing focal fish about the relative quality of
each patch. The demonstrators were housed in watertight
chambers to ensure that no chemical cues originating from
the prey were available to focal fish, such that the focal fish
could only base their patch choices upon visual cues received
during the demonstration phase [43]. Following the
demonstration, subjects were tested in isolation to establish
whether they had acquired a preference for the richer patch
as a result of this observational experience. We tested four
categories of focal fish: reproductive males, gravid females,
non-reproductive males and non-reproductive females.
We used non-reproductive conspecifics as demonstrators. These were unsexed and were size-matched to
within 3 mm body length of the focal fish and each other.
The demonstrators were drawn from a pool of around 80
fish. Though demonstrators were used in multiple trials,
no individual was used more than once in any 3-day
period. Focal fish were only tested once. We tested only
reproductive males showing full nuptial coloration, with
black pigmentation covering the entire of the head, flanks
and ventral surface. Males showing only partial coloration
were not tested. The males had not yet established territories or built nests. We selected gravid females with a full
egg mass. Non-reproductive males and females drawn
from the same holding tanks as the reproductives were
unsexed at the time of testing. Post-testing, they were
held individually within mesh cylinders (approx. 20 cm
diameter, 25 cm tall, eight cylinders per aquarium, 188C)
for up to four weeks until they entered the reproductive
state and could be reliably sexed. We tested 22 reproductive
males (12 in 2009 and 10 in 2010) and 23 gravid females
(11 in 2009 and 12 in 2010). We only used ‘ripe’ females
whose individual egg outlines could be seen through the
body wall, indicating that they were ready to spawn in the
next few days. We also tested 30 initially unsexed fish, yielding data for 14 males and 12 females (four fish failed to
enter reproductive condition). All non-reproductives were
tested in 2009. The fish measured 40–45 mm long at the
time of testing, and we saw no length differences between
sexes or reproductives and non-reproductives (one-way
ANOVA: F2,68 ¼ 1.74, p ¼ 0.18).

(ii) Procedure
The demonstrators and focal fish were deprived of food
for 24 h before testing in order to ensure that they were
motivated to feed. Then, three demonstrators were
added to each demonstrator chamber and allowed to
settle for 10 min before the focal fish was added to the
central holding unit and allowed to settle for a further
10 min. The demonstration phase lasted for 6 min and
ran as follows. At the beginning of the first, third and
fifth minute of the trial, prey suspended in 1 cm3 of
tank water were added to the feeder in the designated
Proc. R. Soc. B
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rich patch, using a pipette. During the first and third minutes of the trial, the poor patch received no prey. A ‘blank’
consisting of 1 cm3 of tank water was added to the feeder
at the same time that the rich feeder received prey. During
the fifth minute, the poor feeder also received prey. This
ensured that while prey were delivered at a 3 : 1 ratio,
the focal fish was unable to select a prey patch simply
on the basis of it being the last place it saw fish feeding.
In all trials, the demonstrators consumed all of the prey.
After 6 min, the Perspex walls set in runners on the
side of the tank (electronic supplementary material,
figure S1a(v)) were carefully removed and replaced with
entirely opaque black plastic walls. The two demonstrator
chambers (electronic supplementary material, figure
S1a(iii)) were then removed from the test tank. This
took approximately 30 s and reduced the water depth in
the main tank to 9 cm. Immediately after this, the
opaque black plastic walls were removed and the focal
fish was allowed to settle for a further 5 min. Following
this period, the holding unit was raised 5 cm using the
pulley mechanism, releasing the subject. The base of
the holding unit was left suspended beneath the water
surface, so as not to disturb the surface and startle the
test fish. This commenced the trial, and we recorded
the following behaviour patterns for 3 min: the location
of the focal fish every 6 s, noting whether it was within
either goal zone or the central neutral zone yielding a
total of 30 data points, whether or not it was in or
within one body length of the cover, the latency to enter
either goal zone, the first goal zone it entered and the
number of switches made between goal zones.

(iii) Statistical analyses
We used linear mixed models to compare the latency to
enter a goal zone, the difference in time allocation to
the goal zones, the switching rate between goal zones
and the proportion of time spent in cover of the nonreproductive males and females, with reproductive state
category as a fixed factor and year of testing as a
random factor. Proportional data on time allocation to
goal zones and the proportion of trial time spent in
cover were normalized by arcsine transformation. The
difference in time allocation was calculated by subtracting
the proportion of time spent in the poor goal zone from
that spent in the rich goal zone. These were seen not to
differ significantly between non-reproductive males and
females (see below). These data were therefore pooled
for a mixed-sex class, ‘non-reproductives’, which were
compared against the gravid females and reproductive
males in subsequent analyses.
We used binary logistic regression to investigate the
first goal zone choice of focal fish. Reproductive state
(non-reproductive, gravid female or reproductive male)
was included as a fixed factor, along with year of testing.
Reverse Helmert contrasts were used to make comparisons between groups. Latency to select a prey patch,
switching rate and time in cover were also included in
the initial analysis as covariates. However, in sequential
iterations of the analysis, non-significant covariates were
dropped, resulting in a minimum adequate model that
included reproductive state and time in cover only. For
each group, the difference in time allocation was also
compared to a null expected score of zero using t-tests.
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Figure 1. Experiment 1: investigating public information use. (a) The proportion of fish choosing the rich patch first. Sample
sizes are indicated above each bar. (b) Proportional time allocation (time in rich patch2time in poor patch, mean + s.e.).
(c) The number of switches between patches during the trial (mean + s.e.). (d) Proportional time spent in cover (mean +
s.e.). Based on untransformed data. RM, reproductive males; GF, gravid females; NR, non-reproductives. *p , 0.05.

(b) Results
(i) Non-reproductives
We saw no sex differences between male and female nonreproductives in terms of either time allocation (one-way
ANOVA: F1,25 ¼ 0.44, p ¼ 0.83), time spent in cover
(F1,25 ¼ 0.20, p ¼ 0.65), switching rate between patches
(F1,25 ¼ 0.12, p ¼ 0.73) or latency to select a patch
(F1,25 ¼ 0.02, p ¼ 0.89). Henceforth, we combine these
into the single category of non-reproductives.
(ii) First patch choice
The three reproductive status groups differed significantly in
their likelihood of choosing the rich patch first (Binary logistic regression: Z ¼ 29.94, n ¼ 71, p ¼ 0.007; figure 1a).
Reverse Helmert contrasts revealed that both the gravid
females and the non-reproductives were more likely than
the reproductive males to select the rich patch first (t ¼
9.44, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.007 and t ¼ 5.81, d.f. ¼ 1, p ¼ 0.016,
respectively). While a greater proportion of gravid females
than non-reproductives chose the rich patch first, this
difference was not statistically significant (t ¼ 0.79, d.f. ¼
1, p ¼ 0.33). Binomial tests indicated that gravid females
and non-reproductives were significantly more likely to
choose the rich patch over the poor patch first (20 out
Proc. R. Soc. B

of 23, p , 0.001 and 20 out of 26, p ¼ 0.009, respectively),
whereas reproductive males showed no preference for either
patch (10 out of 22, p ¼ 0.83). We saw no significant effect
of time in cover upon first choice (Z ¼ 21.81, n ¼ 71, p ¼
0.18). Latency to select a prey patch did not differ significantly between the three groups (analysed separately, linear
mixed model, reproductive group: F2,68 ¼ 0.39, p ¼ 0.67;
year of testing: F1,68 ¼ 2.47, p ¼ 0.12).
(iii) Time allocation
Time allocation differed significantly between the three
groups (F2,68 ¼ 5.93, p ¼ 0.002; figure 1b), while we
saw no effect of year of testing (F1,68 ¼ 1.66, p ¼ 0.20).
Tukey post hocs revealed that gravid females spent significantly more time in the rich patch compared with either
the reproductive males or non-reproductives (p ¼ 0.004
and p ¼ 0.035), while the non-reproductives spent more
time there than did the reproductive males (p ¼ 0.05).
t-tests confirmed that both gravid females and nonreproductives spent significantly more time in the
rich patch than in the poor patch (t ¼ 4.01, d.f. ¼ 22,
p ¼ 0.001 and t ¼ 2.02, d.f. ¼ 25, p ¼ 0.042, respectively) while the reproductive males showed no patch
preference (t ¼ 21.18, d.f. ¼ 21, p ¼ 0.24).
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(iv) Switching between patches
Switching rate differed significantly between the three
groups (F2,68 ¼ 4.99, p ¼ 0.004; figure 1c), but was unaffected by year of testing (F1,68 ¼ 0.85, p ¼ 0.32). Gravid
females switched significantly less than either the reproductive males or non-reproductives (Tukey post hoc:
p ¼ 0.008 and p ¼ 0.030, respectively), while the latter
two groups did not differ significantly (p ¼ 0.80).
(v) Time in cover
Time spent in cover differed between groups (F2,68 ¼
5.29, p ¼ 0.007; figure 1d ), but not between years of testing (F1,68 ¼ 1.12, p ¼ 0.29). Gravid females spent
significantly more time in cover than either the reproductive males or non-reproductives (Tukey post hoc: p ¼
0.007 and p ¼ 0.049, respectively), while again the
latter two groups did not differ significantly (p ¼ 0.27).

4. EXPERIMENT 2: ASOCIAL FORAGING IN
REPRODUCTIVE AND NON-REPRODUCTIVE
NINESPINE STICKLEBACKS
Experiment 1 revealed a significant effect of reproductive
state upon the use of social information related to foraging. As a vehicle to interpret these findings better, we
went on to explore how reproductive state affected foraging in an asocial context. Experiment 2 set out to
determine whether there existed differences between
reproductive males, gravid females and non-reproductive
sticklebacks in how they behaved while gathering foraging
information asocially in a novel environment.
(a) Methods
(i) Apparatus
We established a test arena (electronic supplementary
material, figure S1b) consisting of a grid of 12  16
4 cm wide and 4 cm deep square pits within an opaque
plastic container (internal dimensions: 64  48 cm).
The whole apparatus was constructed from black plastic.
The pits were filled with 1 cm of coarse sand. The surface
of the water in the test tank was 3 cm above the base of
the pits. This meant that the test fish had to pass over
the pit to see inside it. The apparatus was designed to
represent a structurally complex substrate.
In one corner of the arena, four pits were covered by an
8 cm square plastic base, forming a platform. This held a
removable colourless plastic holding unit, measuring 7 
7 cm and 10 cm tall. The fish was held in this area at the
start of the trial. One pit, located four squares from either
edge of the grid in the corner directly opposite the platform and holding unit, contained a prey patch of five
chironomid larvae. These were added prior to the introduction of these test fish. The whole apparatus was
surrounded by plastic screening to minimize outside
disturbance and was filmed from above with a tripodmounted high-definition video camera (Canon HD20).
Water and prey were changed after each trial.
We tested 11 gravid females, 10 reproductive males
and 10 unsexed non-reproductive focal fish. All fish
measured 38 – 42 mm standard length, and there were
no size differences between the three groups (one-way
ANOVA: F2,28 ¼ 0.98, p ¼ 0.38). No fish was used
more than once.
Proc. R. Soc. B
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(ii) Procedure
Subjects were deprived of food for 24 h before the trial
began in order to generate motivation to forage. Prior
to the start of each trial, prey were added to the designated square. At the beginning of each trial, a single
fish was added to the holding unit in the corner of the
test arena and allowed to settle for 10 min. Following
this, the holding unit was raised and removed, beginning
the trial. The arena was filmed for a further 15 min.
We recorded the following behaviours: the number and
location of all of the grid squares that the fish passed
through and the latency of the fish to enter the square
containing the prey patch.

(iii) Analysis
We used one-way ANOVAs with Tukey HSD post hoc
analyses to compare the following between the three
groups: total distance travelled (in grid squares), the
total number of different squares entered (out of a total
of 188; four squares in the 12  16 grid were covered
by the starting platform), the proportion of squares
entered that were located at the edges of the arena
(a measure of thigmotaxis) and the latency to enter the
square containing the prey patch.

(b) Results
(i) Space usage
We observed a difference in space use and specifically
thigmotaxis (use of space immediately next to the arena
walls). Gravid females and non-reproductives performed
a significantly greater proportion of their movement in
the squares at the edges of the arena (i.e. moving along
the walls) than the reproductive males, who were by contrast more likely to explore the inner grid squares of the
arena (F2,30 ¼ 11.12, p , 0.001; Tukey post hocs:
reproductive males versus gravid females and nonreproductives, p , 0.001 in each case; gravid females
versus non-reproductives, p ¼ 0.42; figure 2a).

(ii) Latency to find food
Reproductive males found the prey patch significantly
sooner than either the gravid females or non-reproductives
(F2,30 ¼ 4.36, p ¼ 0.002; Tukey post hocs: reproductive
males versus gravid females and non-reproductives, p ¼
0.001 in each case; gravid females versus non-reproductives,
p ¼ 0.50; figure 2b).

(iii) Distance travelled
We saw no differences between the three reproductive categories in distance travelled during the trial (mean
number of grid squares passed through +s.e.: gravid
females, 386.4 + 76.0; reproductive males, 339.3 +
83.4;
non-reproductives,
350.6 + 84.0;
one-way
ANOVA: F2,30 ¼ 1.04, p ¼ 0.65). We also saw no difference between them in terms of the number of different
squares entered, out of a possible total of 188 (mean
number of different grid squares entered + s.e.: gravid
females, 91.4 + 12.0; reproductive males, 108.9 + 17.5;
non-reproductives, 74.8 + 13.0; one-way ANOVA:
F2,30 ¼ 1.04, p ¼ 0.65 and F2,30 ¼ 1.34, p ¼ 0.27).
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within a further black plastic screen around 80 cm in front
of the test tank. One of the stimulus compartments was
left empty, while to the other we added five non-reproductive ninespines measuring 39–42 mm standard length.
These were termed the stimulus shoal. They were allowed
to settle for 10 min before the focal fish was added to the
tank, and were changed after every trial. They were drawn
from a pool of approximately 80 stimulus fish. No stimulus
fish was used twice in the same 48 h period. We tested 14
gravid females, 15 reproductive males and 15 unsexed
non-reproductive focal fish. No focal fish was used more
than once. All measured 38–42 mm standard length, and
there were no size differences between the three groups
(one-way ANOVA: F2,43 ¼ 0.48, p ¼ 0.61).

*

(a) 1.0

thigmotaxis index

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
0
*
latency to find prey patch (s)

(b) 1000
900
800
700
600
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Figure 2. Experiment 2: investigating asocial foraging behaviour in a novel arena. (a) The proportion of movement
occurring along the arena edge (total movements in edge
squares 4 total movements in all squares, mean + s.e.), a
measure of thigmotaxis. See main text for further details. (b)
The latency to find the prey patch (in seconds, mean + s.e.).
Based on untransformed data. RM, reproductive males; GF,
gravid females; NR, non-reproductives. *p , 0.05.

5. EXPERIMENT 3: SHOALING BEHAVIOUR IN
REPRODUCTIVE AND NON-REPRODUCTIVE
NINESPINE STICKLEBACKS
Experiment 1 revealed differences among reproductive
males, gravid females and non-reproductive ninespine sticklebacks in public-information use, while experiment 2
revealed that reproductive males located food faster and
differed in space use from gravid females and non-reproductives. In experiment 3 we explored whether fish from these
different reproductive categories differed in their social behaviour outside of a foraging context, by investigating the
degree to which they shoaled and their willingness to
move away from a group of conspecifics.
(a) Methods
(i) Apparatus
We established a binary choice test tank measuring 90 cm
long and 30 cm wide, with a water depth of 20 cm. The
tank contained a 2 cm deep layer of coarse sand. We created
a 5 cm wide stimulus chamber at either end using perforated, colourless plastic screening. On the back wall of the
tank, we marked 20 vertical lines at 4 cm intervals. Each
interval was approximately equal to one fish body length.
The sides and rear of the test tank were covered with black
plastic screening. A high-definition camera (Canon
HG20) was positioned facing through a 20 cm square hole
Proc. R. Soc. B

(ii) Procedure
The focal fish was added to the centre of the test tank
10 min after the stimulus shoal was added and was
allowed to move freely and acclimatize for a further
10 min before the trial began. After this, we recorded
the behaviour of the focal fish for a further 10 min. We
point-sampled the location of the fish at 20 s intervals
(n ¼ 30 measures per trial) and noted whether or not
the fish was within two body lengths of either stimulus
chamber (corresponding to the inter-individual shoaling
distance seen in free-moving shoals [44], and also its distance from the stimulus shoal to the nearest body length).
(iii) Statistical analyses
We compared the time spent within two body lengths of
the stimulus chambers and the total distance in body
lengths from the stimulus shoal for gravid females, reproductive males and non-reproductives. As data were not
normally distributed, non-parametric statistical analyses
were performed.
(b) Results
Fish in each category spent significantly more time within
two body lengths of the chamber containing the stimulus
shoal than they did within two body lengths of the empty
control (Wilcoxon signed-rank tests: reproductive males:
n ¼ 15, Z ¼ 22.85, p ¼ 0.004; gravid females: n ¼ 14,
Z ¼ 23.62, p , 0.001; non-reproductives: n ¼ 15,
Z ¼ 22.98, p ¼ 0.003).
However, we also saw that reproductive males spent
less time within two body lengths of the stimulus shoal
than either the gravid females or the non-reproductives
(Kruskall –Wallis: X 2 ¼ 21.50, d.f. ¼ 2, p , 0.001;
Mann –Whitney, applied as post hoc tests: reproductive
males versus gravid females: Z ¼ 24.01, n ¼ 15 and
14, p , 0.001; reproductive males versus non-reproductives: Z ¼ 23.70, n ¼ 15 and 15, p , 0.001; gravid
females versus non-reproductives: Z ¼ 21.21, n ¼ 14
and 15, p ¼ 0.32; figure 3a).
Males also tended to remain further from the shoal
than either the gravid females or the non-reproductives
(Kruskall –Wallis: X 2 ¼ 18.30, d.f. ¼ 2, p , 0.001;
Mann –Whitney, applied as post hoc tests: reproductive
males versus gravid females: Z ¼ 23.89, n ¼ 15 and
14, p , 0.001; reproductive males versus non-reproductives: Z ¼ 23.41, n ¼ 15 and 15, p ¼ 0.001; gravid
females versus non-reproductives: Z ¼ 21.03, n ¼ 14
and 15, p ¼ 0.33; figure 3b).
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Figure 3. Experiment 3: investigating shoaling behaviour.
(a) The proportion of time (median + quartiles) spent shoaling (time within two body lengths of shoal 2 time within two
body lengths of empty chamber). (b) The median distance
(+quartiles) from the shoal in body lengths. Based on
untransformed data. RM, reproductive males; GF, gravid
females; NR, non-reproductives. *p , 0.05.

6. DISCUSSION
The findings of this study provide compelling evidence
that the reproductive state of ninespine sticklebacks influences the ways in which they gather and use information,
in a sex-specific manner. As no sex-specific variation was
seen in the behaviour of non-reproductive fish, our findings imply that it is reproductive state, rather than sex
per se, that underlies the observed sex-specific differences
in attending to the behaviour of others.
Experiment 1 revealed significant differences in how
reproductive state affects use of public information in a foraging context. Both gravid females and non-reproductives
disproportionately selected the demonstrated rich patch
first, indicating a reliance on public information, while
reproductive males were equally likely to visit either
patch first. Moreover, gravid females spent more time in
the rich patch than did the non-reproductives, with both
groups spending more time there than the reproductive
males. While both the gravid females and non-reproductives
displayed an overall preference for the rich patch over the
poor patch, the reproductive males exhibited no such
Proc. R. Soc. B
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preference. Further, the gravid females switched between
patches less frequently and spent more time in cover than
either the non-reproductives or the reproductive males.
These observations are consistent with our hypothesis that
gravid females would show more risk-averse behaviour
than non-reproductive females.
The differences in public information use observed in
experiment 1 are unlikely to be attributable to differences
in activity since, when measured directly in experiment 2,
this was not seen to differ significantly between groups.
Experiment 2 established that reproductive males found
food sooner than other fish when foraging alone in a
novel environment. Reproductive males were also less
thigmotaxic than either the gravid females or nonreproductives, performing a greater proportion of
movement in the inner grid squares (away from the
arena edges) than fish in other conditions, and this probably contributed to their foraging success. Thigmotaxis is
commonly associated with risk aversion [45,46]. Experiment 3 revealed that reproductive males spent less time
shoaling and remained a greater distance from a stimulus
shoal compared with either gravid females or non-reproductives, which is indicative of a lower degree of sociality.
The behaviour of gravid females (which spent more
time in the demonstrated rich patch, more time in cover
and which were less likely to switch between patches
compared with non-reproductives) is consistent with
risk-minimizing foraging behaviour. Gravidity can be
costly in terms of increased predation risk through greater
conspicuousness, reduced capacity for escape and preferential targeting by predators [16]. Consequently, gravid
females of many species adjust their behaviour to
reduce this risk (e.g. [29,38 – 40]). This may reduce foraging opportunities at a time when metabolic demands are
high. The requirement to continue foraging while minimizing predation risk should favour increased reliance
on social information, as was seen in this study in terms
of relative time preference for the rich prey patch. Gravidity may also impose energetic costs owing to higher body
mass and greater hydrodynamic drag [16], which could
conceivably account for, for example, the lower switching
rate seen in this study. However, the absence of overall
activity differences between fish categories in our
second experiment renders this counter-explanation
unlikely.
Conversely, we saw no evidence that reproductive
males used public information in our first experiment,
while our second and third experiments suggested,
respectively, that they were more efficient at foraging
alone and that they were generally less attracted to conspecifics than fish in other conditions. Reduced shoaling
tendency and reduced thigmotaxis are both potentially
risky, since individuals moving alone or in dispersed
groups away from cover are potentially more vulnerable
to predation [47]. Evidence from other vertebrates
suggests that heightened levels of circulating testosterone,
associated with the onset of the reproductive phase, can
reduce the sensitivity of males to risk, and reduce their
responses to predator cues [48,49]. Such behaviour may
be adaptive if risk-prone males have greater access to
females and therefore greater reproductive success compared with risk-averse males [50]. In sticklebacks,
reproductive males stop shoaling in order to establish
and defend territories, which may explain the findings
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of our third experiment (we used males exhibiting nuptial
colouring, but which had yet to establish territories).
Plausibly, the same physiological changes that lead
reproductive males to cease shoaling may also reduce
their attention to the behaviour of conspecifics in a foraging context. This may explain our finding in the first
experiment that reproductive males were the only category of fish that did not exploit the public information
about patch quality available from the demonstrators.
Following mating, males provide parental care, which
limits opportunities to feed and places great demands
upon their energy reserves [33 –37]. Conceivably, this
may cause them to rely upon costly but accurate private
information to a greater extent. Behavioural changes
that cause them to forage more efficiently and to
become less social, freeing them from conforming to the
behaviour of conspecifics, could allow reproductive
males to maximize their food intake immediately prior
to establishing a territory and raising a brood, but at the
price of increased predation risk. Doing so might be adaptive if low energy levels impact on male – male competition
or female choice, or if the cost of failing to find enough
food is either starvation or the forced abandonment of
the brood. While, in theory, the failure of reproductive
males in our study to attend to public information may
be a non-adaptive side-effect of increased circulating testosterone (but which may have other fitness benefits, such
as enhanced access to females), the enhanced foraging
success of these fish in experiment 2 leads us to favour
the alternative explanation that reproductive males
pursue an adaptive private sampling foraging strategy,
which functions to maximize food intake prior to parental
care. While the proximate mechanisms underlying the
observed differences in the behaviour of reproductive
males and females seen in this study remain to be elucidated, the bidirectional influence of reproductive state
on the foraging behaviour of this species is clear, and provides a striking indication of the hitherto neglected
significance of reproductive state on information use in
animals.
Useful further work might focus upon integrating
reproductive state into experimental and theoretical analyses of the evolution of social learning strategies, which
determine both when and whom individuals should
copy as a function of the costs and pay-offs to the copying
individual [1,3,7]. Experimental studies have shown that
several species are capable of gathering and discriminating between public and private information, and of
basing behavioural responses upon these adaptively
under the influence of previous experience and the external environment [6,8– 10,51]. Future studies could build
upon the findings of the current study (i.e. that reliance
upon public information varies between the sexes as a
function of reproductive state) by making explicit predictions as to how attention to and use of socially transmitted
information should change throughout the reproductive
cycle. Over and above these ecological implications,
reproductive state could be worthy of attention for its
importance in explaining within-sample variation in
experimental studies of social learning in general. Finally,
by determining which individuals generate and which
exploit social information within populations, reproductive state potentially has important implications for
understanding and predicting rates and patterns of
Proc. R. Soc. B

diffusion of socially learned behaviour and preferences
through animal populations.
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